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Abstract:
This study investigates, both theoretically and empirically, the effects of high-speed rail (HSR) speed on airline demand, equilibrium airline traffic and price. The
analytical model suggests that HSR speed affects HSR service quality on both travel time and passenger’s safety perception. A speed reduction can have both a
positive effect on airlines due to longer HSR travel time (the “travel-time effect”), and a negative effect due to an improved HSR safety (the “safety effect”). The net
HSR speed effect on airline demand and equilibrium traffic and price depends on the relative importance of these two countervailing travel-time and safety effects.
The elasticities of airline demand, equilibrium traffic and price with respect to HSR speed increase, in terms of magnitude, with the substitutability between air and
HSR services. The inter-airlines competition would moderate the magnitude of the elasticity of equilibrium airline price with respect to HSR speed. We utilize a rare
quasi-natural experiment of HSR speed reduction in China to empirically verify our theoretical predictions. The empirical evidence suggests that HSR speed
reduction overall has a positive impact on airlines, suggesting the dominance of the travel-time effect (over the safety effect). We further quantify the HSR speed
effects on airlines demand, equilibrium traffic and price in markets with different degrees of air-rail service substitutability.
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